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Jimmy Choo 

"Walk On"

Shoe shopping got a new meaning with the arrival of Jimmy Choo on the

market in 1996. Couture shoes have become the new style icon today,

thanks to innovative designs from Jimmy Choo. After creating shoes of

every size and for all occasions, the designer shoemaker moved into

producing handbags and small leather goods. The bridal collection of

Jimmy Choo is especially elegant and spectacular. Like all apparel

designers, Jimmy Choo also presents seasonal collections of shoes to suit

the moods of each season. So, the next time you are in Vegas, walk into

the Jimmy Choo store at the Forum Shops and walk out in a comfortable

pair of heels.

 +1 702 691 2097  www.jimmychoo.com/  3500 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Forum Shops at Caesar's Palace, Las

Vegas NV

 by Daniel MacDonald   

Christian Louboutin 

"Elegant Footwear"

Dress up in luxury with some fabulous heels from Christian Louboutin.

Leather, crystal-studded, and other creatively designed shoes, all with

those famous red soles, can be found here. Find the perfect shoes to go

with elegant evening wear. Christian Louboutin boasts hundreds of

celebrity clients, making him one of the hottest shoe designers in the

world.

 +1 702 818 1650  us.christianlouboutin.com/us_en/cl

ouboutin_storelocator/index/details/

id/570/

 3327 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV

 by Kid_SBTG   

Undefeated 

"Victorious Style"

Undefeated is a clothing and shoe store located on the Eastside that

specializes in men's apparel and shoes. This boutique carries such iconic

footwear brands as Vans, Adidas, Converse and Nike, including rare and

limited edition items. The strike-out logo is recognizable on a number of

shirts, hats and sweatshirts throughout the shop.

 +1 702 732 0019  undefeated.com/  info@undefeated.com  4480 Paradise Road, Las

Vegas NV

 by Mark Fischer   

Suite160 

"Rare Sneakers"

Suite160 offers rare sneakers and apparel, so you can express your style

in a unique way. Brands like Nike, Jordan, and Creative Recreation can be

found here, creating colorful shelves lined with the latest in Streetwear.

Choices for both men and women are available in paisley, gold, silver, and

other styles that are sure to make you stand out everywhere you go.
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 +1 702 304 2513  www.suite160.com/  3930 South Las Vegas Boulevard

#132A, Las Vegas NV
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